
 

It's perhaps time to abandon the goal of
sending astronauts to the Red Planet

April 27 2010, By Simon Ramo

Nearly half a century ago, we sent men to the moon because we had to
stop the world from thinking that the Soviet Union, having put a man in
orbit, had surpassed the United States in science and technology. When
Americans walked on the moon, we were back in first place, with the
Russians keeping the lead in ballet, caviar and vodka. So we halted
continued moon landings.

On July 20, 1989, President George H.W. Bush announced the Space
Exploration Initiative, which called for returning astronauts to the moon,
this time to stay, and then on to Mars. The initiative died when Congress
decided the cost was too high, but the national goal of putting an
American on Mars remained. In 2004, President George W. Bush
reiterated that objective.

But is this a worthy goal? It appears increasingly doubtful that an
astronaut could accomplish something useful on Mars not already being
done by robots at far less cost and with little danger to humans.

The U.S. government and private industry have developed a successful,
robust partnership launching unmanned satellites. Satellites are used
daily for intelligence and reconnaissance, communications, weather
monitoring and many other things. None of these applications is in any
way dependent on the humans-in-space program.

Consider the enormity of an effort to send astronauts to Mars. When
Mars is closest to Earth, the distance is still about 200 times that between
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Earth and the moon, which means it would take several months to reach
Mars. The amount of food, water, oxygen and other basic supplies
necessary for such a journey would require a far larger spacecraft than
anything built yet.

And it's by no means certain that humans could survive the trip.

The astronauts would be exposed to cosmic radiation and other dangers
when in outer space or in the Mars environment for two years. If they
could survive, consider the serious psychological ramifications of
spending two years in a confined space with little ability to communicate
normally with loved ones back home. Although traveling at the velocity
of light, a radioed comment like "Good morning, how are you?" would
not receive a response until many minutes later.

And the physical issues are enormous. Even with vigorous daily exercise,
will an astronaut be able to walk on Earth after two years under no
gravity? Will the astronaut's digestive system operate properly during
that long period? What of the heart and other organs? What if there is a
medical emergency? Finally, upon arriving on Mars, astronauts would
find blood-freezing temperatures (more than 100 degrees below zero
Fahrenheit at night, even at the equator) and a suffocating atmosphere of
carbon dioxide and no air.

And the logistics are overwhelming, from the massive solar arrays that
would be necessary to provide constant electric power to the challenges
of resupply and refueling.

The modest International Space Station will have cost about $100 billion
by the time it is de-orbited, as planned, in 2016. The price for designing
and running the hugely more complicated array of apparatus needed for
the Mars mission could easily reach 10 times that figure. When
numerous radically new machines must operate together, it is an
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enormous challenge to attain the failure-free stage. If only one mishap in
100 trips is the acceptable performance, for instance, for a combination
of 10 separate machines, then each of those 10 machines must have an
even higher failure rate of only one time in 1,000.

That would require testing to failure -- all the while debugging and
redesigning -- of a huge amount of apparatus. It is not like finding a fault
with an airplane and bringing it back to the engineers to modify it.
Americans surely would not tolerate repeated failed trials with loss of
lives while we improve designs.

Of course, a Mars landing by an American would create world
excitement and admiration for our country, just as our lunar landings
did. But if the goal is to raise ourselves up in the world's estimation,
there are probably better ways to spend money, such as providing good
education for all, speeding up medical research to cure fatal diseases,
building plants to desalinate ocean water and boosting clean energy
development.

If we don't move forward with manned space exploration, we will
always, of course, wonder whether humans might have discovered
something phenomenal that robots missed.

Gentry Lee, chief systems engineer at Caltech's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, has put it well: "When there are profound scientific
questions that can only be answered by multiple, adaptive interactions
with the unknown environment, the intelligence and versatility of a
human being might be useful to unravel a very important scientific
puzzle. So far, no such cases have emerged in our exploration of the
solar system. And even in that special situation, the cost and likelihood
of scientific success by sending human beings should be compared to the
likely outcome of dispatching a flotilla of robotic spacecraft to the same
destination with the same objective."
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Some worry that if we allow further conquering of outer space to be by
China or Russia, they will become the most respected nations as to
exploration initiative and heroism. But should Russia put a cosmonaut on
the moon, they merely will have caught up with where America was 40
years ago. And if China tries to send humans to Mars, it is reasonable to
guess that they will be bogged down for many years, while our
unmanned missions will continue to produce valuable research results.

It is conceivable that radical scientific and engineering developments --
like the invention of some sort of "safe atom bomb" rocketry to "blow"
an astronaut to Mars quickly -- might someday alter the possibilities for
space travel. But without such scientific revolutions, the costs -- both
human and economic -- are just too great, especially since it is not at all
clear that humans can do in space what can be and is already being done
by robots.

The U.S. government should consider announcing that to place humans
on Mars is no longer our goal. We should be willing even to consider that
the entire humans-in-space idea may now be out of date.
___
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